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1. 
You fell asleep halfway through the film. I didn’t mind. It was about the void; you could only 
appreciate its surfaces. 
 
When I try to imagine the inside of my body, I think of it mostly as empty space. No, not 
completely empty – it has a gravitational pull. It has shadows. 
 
Two formations of touching:  
 in one, this inner space expands, incorporating the touch of the other 
 in the next, it contracts, repelling the other 
 
Two formations of touching: 
 in one, I want to enter the skin of the other 
 in the next, I want to disappear into my own skin, to be contained by it 
 
I dream I am sitting on rocks by the sea, in a place that doesn’t exist. It is a dazzling scene. There 
are an unrealistic amount of dolphins, and other sea life. I am watching them. There are people all 
around me. The man next to me is trying to convince me to sleep with him. “I’m not that kind of 
person,” I tell him. A whale crests the surface.  
 
Do you want to be loved, or do you want to be touched? 
Do you want to be loved, or do you want to be transparent? 
Do you want to be touched, or do you want to be transparent? 
 
Kinds of inner space: 
 vast, clear, endless 
 white screen upon which dreams are projected 
 memory of non-existence 
 true emptiness; dispersal 
 a fairy tale, in which the moon watches us back 
 a fairy tale, in which we were never born 
 
In reality, the insides are coloured and glistening. Uncontained, they would expand; they would 
cover a distance far wider than your body.  
 
2. 
I guess part of the reason we are here is to navigate desire. Otherwise it is just something we 
choose to fill our days with. 
 
Either way, I find myself caught in a loop: the poison, the cure, the poison, the cure. 
 
If containment is the cure, then it is also the poison that I take, day after day, entering into a life 
that contracts around me, slipping into my daily routines – my cooking, my stretching, my rose 
quartz facial roller, my vitamins.  
 
If touch is the poison, then it also the cure that draws us into the world, shattering our watery 
dreams. 
 



To be drawn from one world is to become severed from another.  
 
Under my hands, I materialize you. Your skin, its strangeness, that is part of me now. You are all 
new. 
 
How does it feel, to be seen by me? To become a part of my body’s history? The history of a body 
is handed down like anything else, all the violence and desire of the past can flare up in a moment’s 
notice, can become hot, can frighten the limbs into action, the burst of air from the lips, the terrible 
memory of speech… 
 
I want to tell you to remember, whenever you feel the need to speak, that our actions are not 
always our own. Just as the memory of violence is imprinted on a body, so too is the memory of 
committing violence.  
 
3. 
There are not very many touches that give more than they take. Not very many that last, that time 
reorganizes itself around.  
 
I can think of three, with three different people.  
 
I’m dancing with you, it’s almost the end of the night. You wear your heavy camera around your 
neck. We are not actually touching, though we bump against each other, occasionally. I am doing 
my very stupidest dance moves, so that I can make you laugh. This is the first time I have met you, 
and I won’t ever see you again. But, then and there, you are the only person I am looking at. I 
think: I have done it, I have finally fallen into my own body. Now that I think of it, it’s not your 
touch that I’m remembering after all.  
 
The next takes place at the end of a long, humid summer. This time, it definitely was your touch. 
There was, in it, such a fantastic hunger. You were losing weight for a role, and in the week you 
lived off of fruit and seeds. Every morning, in thirty-degree heat, you ran across the city. Your 
hands, your mouth, your skin, all had that rare suction-like quality that caused the boundaries 
between us to, if not dissolve, then transform. The last day we spent together, before you went 
away to shoot, and I moved away for good, we went to the beach and swam in the lake. You held 
me in the water and we moved slowly together. I don’t remember what we talked about, and I 
hardly remember what your face looked like, after all these years. I do remember that after we 
swam, we ate peaches. My little dog was with us. When he got too hot, he lay down in the water. 
 
This last one is difficult to talk about. If it has a visual form, it is that of a montage. I can remember 
so much. The memories do not float up to the surface, my remembering is active, tactile – I pull 
them up. 
 
Let me describe your hands, which were broad and in constant motion. I guess the word is fidgety. 
We sat through seminars together and while you wore an expression of deep concentration I 
watched as you clasped and unclasped your hands beneath the table, as you flicked your fingers, 
rubbed your palms together. The rest of you stayed very still.  
 
Now, I can touch my own hands and imagine they are yours. 
 
If I had to colour these touches, the first would be all blues and blacks, flashes of light. The second 
a hazy, melting green, gritted with sand. And the last would have the sheen of a film, of something 
that is made-up.  



 
4. 
Come now, we have all had troubling dreams lately.  
 
The place in-between desire and the mind, the in-between place that things fall into, where words 
change their meanings.   
 
The octopus, the knotted rope, the sleek black car. A tidepool into which you step and cut your 
feet open. Gritted teeth. Why such pain? It’s only a dream.  
 
After the dream I run a bath that is too hot and force myself to sit in it. There are lines on my 
arms, my legs, my stomach, separating the dry skin from the scalded skin. Even after I get out of 
the bath my skin remains red for a long time. It feels like it is not mine, or like there is more space 
than usual between it and whatever it contains.  
 
We cannot be made new; even as our skin sloughs away. We were never new to begin with.  
 
Memory of domination. Memory of the will to dominate. 
 
It is not so easy to find liberation from these things. You cannot speak them away, it is not so easy. 
 
You didn’t understand this – you were the fool, in the end, to think that what you said was the 
same as what you lived.  
 
The fool is the one who turns away from the depths, who cannot bear to be unsettled by the things 
that move in that space, that space between skin and self, the body, and its sacred inner workings. 
 
You cannot change anything if you only look at the surfaces, unfeeling of the touch that is always 
pulling you forward and back, from this world, to another.  
 
For those who hold on I can only say, let go. All this space, around us and in us, don’t fear it, it 
will always be there, whether you choose to feel it or not. It’s just a different kind of touch, that’s 
all.  


